Create Unique Performances with Delay and Flanger
Guitar Pedals at Tone Soup
One of the most popular pieces of equipment at Tone Soup are delay pedals. They have the ability to make a solo
sound epic or a blander section more interesting.

With more than two dozen guitar pedals available at Tone Soup, along with power supplies, guitar accessories and mini amps, the company has
established itself as a premier destination for guitarists. Tone Soup owner, Michael Barreiro, curates every item offered and equipment is available for
artists at all skill levels.
There’s no substitute for quality equipment and musicians don’t have to break the bank if they want to buy guitar pedals that provide quality effects
that enhance their performance. Some of the most well-known artists and bands have utilised a limited number of guitar pedals to achieve their
world-famous sounds.
An example is Nirvana lead singer and guitarist, Kurt Cobain. At the height of his career, Cobain typically only used four guitar pedals. Native
Australian, Keith Urban, has scaled back the number of individual pedals he uses with multi-functional units. Another example is Scottish-born AC/DC
co-founder, Angus Young, who only used one pedal on the band’s last tour.
One of the most popular pieces of equipment at Tone Soup are delay pedals. They have the ability to make a solo sound epic or a blander section
more interesting. A delay pedal adds depth and can make a very simple piece sound complex and complicated. Tone Soup has delay pedals from
brands encompassing Anasounds and Anarchy to Meris and Strymon.
The Anasounds Utopia delay pedal provides warm vintage sounds, while the Meris Polymoon is appropriate for guitars, synthesisers and a host of
other instruments. Multiple Strymon delay pedals are offered including the Volante Magnetic Echo Machine with multiple types of delays.
Flanger pedals are also available, including the Orbit dBucket by Strymon, featuring three feedback types. It’s highly durable, lightweight, and features
low power consumption. The Strymon Mobius is highlighted by the abilities of 12 legendary modulation machines in a single unit. For vintage tape
effects that sound like they came straight from the earliest recording studios, choose the Strymon Deco Tape Saturation Double Tracker Pedal.
In addition to a wide range of equipment, individuals also receive 10 percent off their very first order when they join the company’s free mailing list.
Tone Soup makes it easy to obtain amps, accessories and guitar pedals with the company’s free shipping on purchases over $149 and payment plans
on some items.

About Tone Soup
Tone Soup is your online specialist store for boutique pedals and accessories. Connect with us on Instagram, Facebook and Pinterest.
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